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Closing the Gap Between Word and Deed in European Community Environmental Policy

JAMES J. FRIEDBERG*

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Europe has been riding a roller coaster of integration and disintegration. During the final months of 1991, the European Community ("EC") concluded drafting the Maastricht Treaty—an agreement expected to rapidly and profoundly move the continent toward union.¹ The Maastricht Treaty was signed while the EC’s Single European Act of 1987² ("SEA") was still being implemented with great success, and the momentum toward further European integration seemed irresistible. This atmosphere engulfed not only the EC states, but the rest of Europe as well. The handful of

---


275
mostly neutral, wealthy, and geographically peripheral states of the European Free Trade Zone ("EFTA") seemed anxious for eventual EC Membership—Austria and Sweden were knocking at the EC's door and even historically standoffish Switzerland was reconsidering its rigorous neutral independence. In 1991, with the formation of a common economic area between the EFTA and the EC, greater unity seemed just a matter of time. Further, in the East the newly "democratic" former Soviet satellites pushed for admission at Western Europe's economic gates.

Today, however, this momentum toward integration has reversed itself. The Danes rejected the Maastricht Agreement by referendum, historically pro-integration French voters narrowly approved it, and the British Parliament has stalled its progress. The EC states are aggrivated with Germany because it is cushioning the impact of absorbing East Germany with high interest rates that siphon investment away from the rest of Europe and create recessionary pressure. In addition, the unenlightened attitude that German neo-Nazis have displayed toward foreigners, and the Bonn government's lukewarm response to such racism, does not help matters. When not fearing and condemning Germany, other West Europeans criticize the self-centered French who insist on preserving a lavish EC financial dole for their agricultural industry. These subsidies could threaten a trade war with the United States, the failure of GATT international trade negotiations, and result in an attendant global economic crisis. Last, Britain continues to drag its feet on European unity—especially monetary and environmental policies—to the consternation of every one else. Combine all this with the EC's failure to fulfill its initial intent to act as peacemaker in former Yugoslavia, and the picture is not a harmonious one. In fact, it provides quite a contrast to the euphoria of unity that followed Maastricht in December 1991.

The deflation of the European unity balloon in 1992 should not have surprised those familiar with EC environmental enforcement. While the EC has been modestly successful in articulating environmental policy goals over the last twenty years, its ability to implement and enforce its standards has been limited. Enterprises jealous of their profits, and member states jealous of their sovereignty and pro-

ective of their industries, stand in the way. For example, the EC presently lacks a coordinated program for data collection and monitoring to evaluate the environmental picture. Further, petty national arguments prevent the EC from agreeing on the headquarters for the new Environment Agency, effectively stalling any modest information gathering effects that the proposed agency will perform.

Effectively harvesting information and restructuring human-kind’s sovereign relations are two of the most important challenges to our explosively changing global community. Both these challenges beset (or bless) the EC as it attempts to realize its espoused environmental aims. A daunting information gap prevents the EC from gauging exactly how dangerous its environmental condition is and therefore prevents it from prescribing the best remedies. Further, the changing balance of power, shifting in varying degrees from national capitals downward to regions and upward to Brussels, aggravates the problem of regulatory enforcement inherent in any federal system. Environmental laws passed in Brussels do not get enforced—at least not rigorously or uniformly. Although environmental experts have complained about this for years, only recently have the EC Board Court of Auditors and the Commission acknowledged the problem.

The EC is changing fundamentally and rapidly now. Part of this change is a commitment, at least rhetorically, to fighting pollution and improving the natural environment. Another major commitment of the changing EC is to eliminate regional economic disparities. This latter commitment is part of the so-called social dimension

4. There is much semantic wrangling over whether the EC is becoming a “federal” system. In fact, Great Britain resisted signing the recent Maastricht Treaty on European union until the sovereignty-threatening adjective was deleted. British national dignity notwithstanding, a duck is a duck, even if you call it a goose. Within the collective territory of the twelve EC states, there is an increasing division of governing power that is nothing if not “federal.”


of 1992. Whether these two important goals can be harmonized, or whether there is even a practical likelihood for significant progress toward either, are central considerations of this Article. Such harmonization is the essence of the currently popular notion of "sustainable development."

Globally, the need for sustainable development increasingly dominates the discussions of creative environmental policy makers. It was the central theme of the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in June, 1992, and set the tone for agreement, and North-South disagreement, on the establishment and implementation of world-wide principles. The dialogue concerning politics and ecology in the EC follows this trend. First, the SEA and the Maastricht Treaty now integrate environmental concerns into the EC's basic policy formation process in a way that did not exist before. Numerous recent mandates within the EC include environmental policy and environmental protection within economically-specific regional, development planning. Although it is unclear whether the EC will fully honor this mandate, it has progressed beyond the United States in explicitly adopting as part of its policy aims the consideration of environmental concerns in all economic development planning.

Superficially, EC environmental regulation looks good. But such appearances belie immense problems regarding information and implementation. Often, there is insufficient scientific data necessary for meaningful debate. Further, the lack of implementation on the national level, inadequate local enforcement, and competing policy concerns also aggravate the problem. For example, monitoring within the various regions of the EC is non-uniform at best and non-existent at worst. European environmentalists and members of the EC bureaucracy, especially the Environment Directorate-General


10. EEC TREATY art. 130(r) (as amended 1987).
have observed the poor enforcement of European environmental policy. 11

In addition to better information gathering, monitoring, and enforcement of norms, "greener" programs in all areas of EC activity are needed to close the gap between word and deed in the environmental sphere. Regional development policy is especially important. The poorer regions of the EC such as Greece, Portugal, and Spain can expect the most rapid economic growth. 12 Because the pressure on the environment will be strongest in those regions, they have the greatest need for clean growth programs.

II. A SIGNIFICANT TRANSITION PERIOD

Environmental policy in Europe is in the midst of a significant transition period. For many newly developing regions of Europe, 13 accelerated changes make this especially true. A confluence of factors has shaped environmental policy within the EC. Some of these factors are discussed below.

A. A Confluence of Factors Causing Policy Movement

1. Public Awareness

A greater public awareness of environmental issues has developed in Europe as in the United States. 14 Disasters such as Chernobyl, 15 massive oil spills in the North Sea, 16 The English Channel, and the Mediterranean, 17 and chemical spills in the


13. Council Regulation 2052/88, supra note 9. See infra part VA for a discussion of these regions.


15. Id. See also James Yuenger, Nuclear Nightmare, CHI. TRIB., May 5, 1991, at 3 (reviewing GRIGORI MEDVEDEV, THE TRUTH ABOUT CHERNOBYL (1991)).


Rhine\textsuperscript{18} and Seveso\textsuperscript{19} have prompted a public dialogue concerned with acid rain,\textsuperscript{20} solid waste disposal problems,\textsuperscript{21} nuclear hazards, chemical and oil spills, the greenhouse effect,\textsuperscript{22} and the depletion of the ozone layer.\textsuperscript{23} This last item has generated special attention since scientists revealed in 1991 that holes in the ozone layer had appeared over the Northern hemisphere, including parts of Europe as well as over Antarctica.\textsuperscript{24} Many Europeans have become quite sensitive to EC environmental regulation in response to increasing concerns about threats to their health from the air they breathe\textsuperscript{25} or the food they eat,\textsuperscript{26} as well as aesthetic\textsuperscript{27} and humanitarian\textsuperscript{28} concerns about the ecosystem surrounding them.

\section{A Greening of Politics}

As public awareness has fostered greater political debate, politics

---


28. \textit{See Foundering Ark, supra} note 27, at 83; Graedel & Crutzen, \textit{supra} note 27, at 58.
European Environmental Policy has become "greener" in Europe.\textsuperscript{29} The Green Parties of the 1970s have so succeeded in their proselytizing aims that they have preempted their own political power. Mainstream parties of the left, center, and even the moderate right have integrated environmentalism into their own platforms. Environmental legislation and enforcement by the dominant political parties may not match the rhetoric, but their words are green if not their deeds.\textsuperscript{30}

3. Structural Changes in the EC

Structural changes in the EC, legislated in part by the SEA and symbolized by the goal of a single market in 1992, provide an important framework for environmental change. The SEA establishes the environment as an EC concern with an explicit legal protection in the EC's constitution.\textsuperscript{31} The SEA mandates that environmental policy form an integral part of all EC projects.\textsuperscript{32} Furthermore, for matters affecting the single market, the SEA enables passage of environmental directives by a qualified majority.\textsuperscript{33} Finally, the major reform of EC structural funds includes a provision to finance large environmental projects.\textsuperscript{34}

4. International Events

International events have also contributed to the current atmosphere of change in EC environmental policy. Recent revolutions in Eastern Europe carry multiple meanings. Of great significance to Western Europe was the unveiling of the environmental mess in the former Soviet block.\textsuperscript{35} Now Western Europe is concerned about the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{29} See sources cited supra note 6.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} EEC Treaty art. 100(a) (as amended 1987).
  \item \textsuperscript{32} Id. art. 130(r) (as amended 1987).
  \item \textsuperscript{33} Id. art. 100(a) (as amended 1987).
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Coopers & Lybrand, Regional Policy, EC Commentaries, available in LEXIS, Europe Library, EURSCP File at *7.
direct and indirect effects of environmental degradation in the East. First, the environmental poisoning of the East could directly affect the West through the atmosphere or shared rivers and seas. Second, indirectly, the concurrent need for environmental recovery and economic and political rejuvenation complicates further integration with Eastern Europe. Finally, Western Europe is concerned that cheap goods, having low production costs due to lax environmental standards, will obtain a competitive advantage over EC products.

Global issues also press the Europeans toward new environmental policy making. Multilateralism is becoming a more common way to address environmental problems because of the transboundary nature of the problems. Negotiations regarding greenhouse gases, ozone depletion, Antarctic preservation, and rain forests are forcing the Europeans toward new and often EC-coordinated action regarding worldwide ecological problems. For example, recent findings that a Northern Hemisphere hole has developed in the ozone layer prompted the EC to take the lead and push to phase-out ozone depleting chemicals.

The Europeans, originally imitators of United States’ environ-
mental policies, have expressed concern regarding American foot-dragging on ozone, global warming, biodiversity, and other international ecological issues. In fact, the EC's Commissioner for the Environment, Carlo Ripa di Meana, refused to attend the 1992 Earth Summit in Brazil due to his sense that no substantial progress could be made there. The United States' resistance to meaningful mandatory standards in many areas contributed to that belief.

B. Hopeful Aims of the Single European Act

The SEA amended the original Treaty of Rome that was the constituent document for the EC. The central core of the SEA and most well-known aspect is the advent of the single market, commonly referred to as "Europe 1992." At the end of that year Europeans hoped to have an economic market similar to that in the United States with few barriers. Just as West Virginians do not have to pass a customs booth when they drive seven miles north across the Pennsylvania border, the Europeans hoped for the same when a German crosses the Dutch border. Just as insurance companies headquartered in Pennsylvania and New York can operate in Ohio, the Europeans intend the same for British insurance companies or other financial institutions seeking to operate in France and Germany. Just as the same technical specifications for an electric toaster manufactured in Ohio apply to those made in New Jersey, it is hoped that the same will be true for appliances made in Britain and Germany. Further, just as the gaseous emissions permissible for a car manufactured in Michigan match those for one made in Ohio, it is hoped that the same will be true for cars made in Britain and Germany.

A necessary procedural step in forming this single market was the change from a primarily unanimous voting requirement by the EC Council of Ministers, the Community's legislating body, to a qualified majority requirement for certain conditions. Currently, a qualified

42. Ripa di Meana resigned as EC Environment Commissioner shortly thereafter to become Italian Minister of the Environment. See David Haworth, EC Environment Minister Di Meana Resigns, ENV'T WK., July 2, 1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, ZEVI File.
43. EEC TREATY art. 1 (as amended 1987).
44. See id. art. 13 (as amended 1987).
46. EEC TREATY arts. 100(a), 149 (as amended 1987).
majority may pass new regulations and directives which promote a single market. This procedural change has important ramifications for both regional and environmental policy.

Environmental and social cohesion are two of the specified goals of the SEA. Environmental regulation must be coordinated in order to aid the single market because differing environmental regulations could act as economic barriers to a free market. Additionally, the SEA enshrines environmental quality as a positive good in and of itself (that is, beyond mere economic considerations) and considers it a principle of European policy that must be considered in all other EC activities.

The other major goal of the SEA, social cohesion, emphasizes eliminating regional disparities. The mandate to expand the funds available for eliminating economic disparities complemented the plan to create a single market by 1992. If a single market emerges, but extreme regional economic disparities remain, the single market will aggravate the disparities further. If the EC does not eliminate extreme regional economic inequality, the removal of market barriers would lead to labor and capital movements from the less developed regions to the more developed regions, a dangerous downward spiral.

Economic developmental policy and environmental policy are both legally and practically related. Under the SEA the EC shall consider environmental impacts when formulating and implementing policies. Specifically, economic development requires consideration of the environment. Thus, for instance, to bring major industry into a region supported by EC regional funds requires consideration of environmental factors. For example, they must question whether there will be a net environmental gain by bringing in or stimulating this industry. Environmental costs to a particular development create an implicit obligation to implement remedial measures that prevent those costs from becoming predominant.

47. Id.
48. See id. art. 130(r) (as amended 1987).
49. See id. art. 130(a) (as amended 1987).
50. See id. art. 130(r) (as amended 1987).
51. See id. art. 130(a) (as amended 1987).
52. Id. art. 130(b) (as amended 1987).
53. Id. art. 130(r) (as amended 1987).
54. Id.
55. Id.

Just as the Europe of 1992 was approaching, and one could expect European federalists to take a breather, they succeeded in pushing integration further still with the new European unity agreement signed in Maastricht, Netherlands in December, 1991. Increased powers for the Brussels bureaucracy and the pro-environment European parliament should present an opportunity for real environmental enforcement. Other European and international phenomena related to the environment are also pushing the EC in that direction. Faced with the possibility of an ozone hole over northern Europe, the EC is now considering the world’s toughest regulations on the production and use of ozone-depleting chemicals. At the same time, it is considering such tools as “green” taxes and environmental audits of industry as innovative mechanisms for improving environmental quality.

Two significant categories of political reality stand in the way of such environmental progress. First, some solutions depend not only on European action, but on international cooperation with major players that are not nearly as environmentally enthusiastic as the Europeans: the United States and Japan. The second category of difficulty is internal and reflects the very theme of this Article. Specifically, there is still many a slip ‘tween cup and lip when it comes to implementing the political mandates for the environment at the industrial level articulated in Brussels and Strasbourg.

The EC’s environmental policy has had a substantial impact on the Maastricht morass in which the EC now finds itself. However, with so much attention focused on Deutchmarks, interest rates, and immigration fears, little commentary has emerged on the relationship between environmental regulation and faltering European union. An examination of the lurching progress toward common continental environmental policy over the last few years reveals many of the same national, institutional, and interest group tensions that have generally plagued the unification process. For some, the environmental program of the proposed post-Maastricht Community promises too little;  

56. See Maastricht Treaty Signed, supra note 1.  
57. The European Commission’s present environmental activities are basically uncoordinated, poorly supervised, and carelessly audited. See EC Auditors Find Environmental Mess in Europe, supra note 5.  
58. For further examples of interest group tensions and their effect on adoption of environmental proposals, see Parliament Calls for Earlier Deadlines in Proposal to Cut Sulfur Content of Gas Oil, 15 Int'l Envtl. Rep. (BNA) 159 (Mar. 25, 1992) (discussing burden of reducing sulfur content on southern EC member states).
for others, it threatens too much.\textsuperscript{59} Eroding national sovereignty discomforts many, as does the "democracy gap"—a reference to a EC where political power is increasing faster than political participation.\textsuperscript{60} The EC's recent difficulties in moving its environmental policy from the standard setting stage toward effective implementation were warning signs that the road to Maastricht ratification would turn out, as it has, to be a bumpy one.

The Danes are central players in the present Maastricht draft. Were it not for their rejection of the treaty by referendum in June, 1992,\textsuperscript{61} President Mitterand probably would not have submitted it to French voters, whose barest of majorities hardly provided swelling momentum for further unity in Europe.\textsuperscript{62} If anything, the French vote was evidence that millions sensed something was rotten, and not just in Denmark. Just as we thought that old nineteenth century notions of state sovereignty were happily waning, the enlightened Danes started the ball rolling in the other direction, with forty-nine percent of the French giving it an added push. It is worrying to imagine what a British "go at the ball" might do.

And what headed the Danes into this retrograde vanguard? Environmental concerns and related sovereignty issues were major propellants. Danish environmental standards are among the strictest and best enforced in the world. Many Danes feared that a lowest-common-denominator effect from less strict community standards could compromise their country's environmental rigor.\textsuperscript{63} Such fear is certainly ironic and possibly unfounded. It is ironic because for most of Europe, EC environmental regulation has been progressively action-forcing—EC directives have compelled member states to clean-up, protect, and conserve in many instances where such progress would

\textsuperscript{59} For example, Germany, Scandinavia, and the Netherlands have tough, progressive laws while Southern European countries and the United Kingdom lag behind. There is a long way to go in harmonizing environmental laws in Europe. Emma Chynoweth, \textit{Environmental Harmonization}, \textsc{Chemical Wk.}, Sept. 23, 1992, at 36.

\textsuperscript{60} For many, the strengthening of the Brussels bureaucracy, which is not accountable to voting citizens, exemplifies the "democracy gap."

\textsuperscript{61} The Danes narrowly rejected the Maastricht Treaty by a 50.7\% to 49.3\% "no" vote. \textit{Denmark Rejects Maastricht Treaty on EC Union}, \textsc{Agence France Presse}, June 2, 1992, \textit{available in} LEXIS, Nexis Library, AFP File.


\textsuperscript{63} "The watering down by the EC of some of Denmark's existing environmental legislation was one of the concerns that led to the 'no' majority." Peter Melchett, \textit{Danish Vote}, \textsc{The Times} (London), June 5, 1992, \textit{available in} LEXIS, Europe Library, TTIMES File.
not have occurred unilaterally. It is possibly unfounded because the European trend is toward protecting a state's right to enforce environmental norms stricter than the EC's.

In any event, the Danish voters did reject Maastricht, slowing down the ratification process sufficiently so that all the forces that began to stiffen against the treaty—nationalist, environmentalist, anti-immigrant, Germanophobic, anti-Europcrat—had the time to do so. The treaty on European unity will probably be approved in some form, but not with the ease and quickness initially anticipated.

The treaty on European unity will probably be approved in some form, but not with the ease and quickness initially anticipated.

The gap between word and deed in EC environmental policy is plausibly a prime reason for the Danes' skepticism towards EC proclamations of ecological commitment. The recent history of the EC program reveals laudable standards that fail not only for lack of enforcement, but also for measurement. Additionally, short-term economic and narrow political considerations further weaken the EC's environmental will. That the Danes fear being dragged down to a common state of laxity is not surprising. An examination of non-compliance with regulations mandating the information and enforcement gap provides some insight into the broader issues that are now disquieting the EC and its citizens.

III. THE INFORMATION GAP

Surprisingly, there is no official and comprehensive documentation that describes the directives that EC countries have complied with terms of legislative implementation or actual enforcement. For example, it is unknown whether the individual member states each implemented the EC directive on sulfur dioxide by national statute. Furthermore, the sulphur count in the air around the individual cities is unknown. Such comprehensive statistics do not exist. Of course, some data does exist on some environmental parameters. Nevertheless, there is no systematic compilation of implementation and en-

65. Id.
66. France's ratification does not guarantee ultimate triumph for the Maastricht Treaty, but has averted what could have become a slide into nationalist discord. See Riding, supra note 62, at A1.
67. Howard LaFranchi, Danish Views on Europe to be Tested in Unity Vote, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, June 1, 1992, at 3.
68. When we began our research project at the West Virginia Regional Research Institute, we expected to find comprehensive EC statistics that answered such questions.
forcement performance measured for each EC environmental norm in each member state. Therefore, not only are EC environmental standards sporadic and irregular, there is no way of telling exactly how sporadic and irregular. The information is just not there.

A. Closing the information gap

The positive side of the information gap is that changes have started to occur in the last five years or so. After a period of stagnation of for EC institutions, Europe decided that it had to move beyond its position as a mere customs union in order for the EC to survive. To further the goal of greater European unity, the EC adopted the SEA—a major EC treaty supplementing and amending the EC Constitution, or the Treaties of Rome and Paris.

The SEA furthers European integration in various ways. Creating a single market is perhaps the central goal of the SEA. A primary tool for promoting this aim is the increased use of weighted (“qualified”) majority voting in the EC Council, the ultimate lawmaking body. Where harmonized environmental standards promote integrated economic activity, such new environmental norms may be passed by majority vote. The SEA also explicitly makes the environment an area of EC competence and mandates that environmental concerns be taken into consideration in forming and implementing other EC policies. All this creates a greater need for environmental information and monitoring.

B. The European Environment Agency

The European Commission proposed the creation of the Euro-

---

69. "The Commission and the EC member countries are jeopardising the most valuable parts of their huge legislative effort . . . by their failure to enforce the rules, or even to discover that they are being broken." Maddox, supra note 12, at 18.


72. See supra notes 43-45 and accompanying text for a discussion of the aims of the SEA.

73. See EEC TREATY art. 130(s).

74. See id. art. 130(r).
pean Environmental Agency ("EEA") in 1989. Environmentalists originally wanted this agency to have monitoring and enforcement powers similar to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, but this was not politically feasible because not all EC members would approve such enforcement powers. The Commission's proposal to the Council did, however, include active monitoring as well as passive information gathering as part of the agency's charge. After much debate, negotiation, and lobbying, the powers of the agency were watered down further. In general, the EEA receives information but does not independently monitor environmental compliance.

However, even such a limited mandate could be a significant step forward. As already noted, one of the first problems in addressing European environmental ills is the task of describing those ills with some degree of precision. Both in terms of physical environment and legal regulation, the present situation is quite unclear. There is no reliable and comprehensive collection of data describing all the major forms of environmental pollution, and there is certainly no clear idea of exactly what is being regulated, either on the books or in practice. Some data exists, but it is not uniform or comprehensive, and is not always reliable. Further, a major political and logistical hurdle stands at the beginning of the path for a newly approved environmental agency. Specifically, the French government has refused to


76. See, e.g., Dickson, supra note 9, at 7; Carolyn Aldred, Cost of Europe's 'Green' Wave Unclear, BUS. INS., May 14, 1990, at 35; Tim Dickson, Environment 'Threatened By Single Market,' FIN. TIMES, Aug. 31, 1989, at 2.


79. See discussion supra part III.

approve a site for the agency without assurance that the EC parliament will remain in Strasbourg, France. As a result of this impasse, the EC has made no significant progress in hiring staff or accomplishing other necessary prerequisites for a functioning agency.

C. Working with Available Statistics

Environmental statistics that have been collected by EC agencies are quite incomplete, in part because of the limited resources available for such work. In addition to being incomplete, the published data contain some inconsistencies as well. Some of the inconsistencies seem to be attributable to mathematical or clerical error. Nonetheless, the EC can draw a few tentative inferences through synthesis and analysis of the limited data available.

The EC Commission compiles some environmental statistics that the member states provide to it and publishes them in a series called Eurostat. While the data is not complete, comprehensive, or necessarily accurate or comparable, it does provide some insight into both the information gap and the environmental situation. For example, sketchy information exists about sulfur dioxide ("SO$_2$") levels since the EC passed its 1980 directive. The data seems to indicate a slight decrease in SO$_2$ levels, although it is not certain that any such decrease resulted from regulation. Concerning another major air pollutant category, nitrous oxides ("NO$_x$"), Eurostat's background data seems suspect and its reported figures are open to varying interpretations. The information available regarding the EC's 1975 Water Quality Directive seems to indicate pitiful monitoring. The directive was extended from surface water only to include all drinking water. The Commission's many legal actions regarding drinking water suggest that the directive has been unsuccessful. In other areas, the limited Eurostat data tentatively indicates that Belgium is especially


83. *See sources cited supra note 80.*
“dirty” with respect to lead pollution, that chlorofluorocarbons ("CFCs") have slightly increased between 1976 and 1987, and that no significant response has occurred to carbon dioxide ("CO₂") directives. While such broad conclusions are sometimes possible after digging through the non-organized European statistics, they are a far cry from a complete, accurate, and comparable data base. To say that the statistics are insufficient to understand the environmental situation, let alone to serve as a basis for a comprehensive enforcement effort, is an understatement.⁸⁴

Not only are the statistics on actual environmental conditions incomplete, but there is no comprehensive listing of what national laws have been passed to implement each of the EC environmental directives.⁸⁵ In other words, in addition to lacking complete technical data on compliance with EC environmental standards, the EC does not even know whether those standards have been adopted by it members as required.⁸⁶

IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT GAPS

A. Obstacles to Implementation and Enforcement

Implementation is the enactment into national law of the requirements of EC directives, including promulgation of administrative regulations or sub-national law making where necessary.⁸⁷ Enforcement, of course, is the actual policing of compliance.⁸⁸

Since a complete compilation of national laws implementing EC environmental directives does not exist, an accurate picture of the implementation problem is impossible. Nonetheless, EC environmental officials and European political leaders recognize the difficulties of im-

---

⁸⁴. Carolyn Roberts, Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Environment, Cheltenham and Gloucester College of Higher Education (UK), Lecture at the West Virginia University Regional EC Institute (June 6, 1991) (reconfirmed by Nov. 24, 1992 telephone conversation).

⁸⁵. The Regional Research Institute’s EC Environment project sought such a compilation from a number of EC sources and was told on all such occasions that none existed. Nor was any comprehensive state-by-state implementation information available from any library or commercial source.

⁸⁶. The Commission may have somewhat better information than it reveals in this particular matter. A source at the Commission, who wished to remain unidentified, revealed that the Commission probably had a fairly good idea of which states had implemented which law, but for political reasons “did not want to point fingers.” Telephone Interview with Carolyn Roberts, supra note 84, (Nov. 24, 1992).

⁸⁷. Europeans tend to use the term “transposition.”

⁸⁸. For a discussion of the implementation and enforcement provisions, see EEC TREATY art. 189.
plementation and enforcement. Because the problem has many
dimensions, no single remedy can solve it; instead, a host of remedial
activities are required. Despite a near consensus that something must
be done, any remedy is likely to run into serious political or structural
opposition, often from forces representing the more general environ-
mental consensus. For instance, while the French government ap-
pears enlightened on many environmental fronts, it has single-
handedly blocked the start-up of the EEA in an effort to extract an
EC pledge to keep the European Parliament in Strasbourg.89 In addi-
tion, special interests repeatedly frustrate the general interest. Institu-
tional inertia and ill-defined responsibility also aggravate the
situation.90 Further examination of implementation and enforcement
issues illustrates this conundrum.

Twenty years after the EC's environmental policy was estab-
lished, the EC still lacks an official compilation of national laws pur-
porting to implement environment directives.91 The Commission has
confronted member states on a piecemeal basis for failure to imple-
ment or enforce EC environmental standards, taking the violator state
before the European Court of Justice ("ECJ") in some recalcitrant
cases.92 But no comprehensive system to monitor and enforce compli-
ance exists.93 A number of factors might explain such incomplete im-
plementation. First, local economic and political interests can

89. Marlise Simons, Europe Environment Plan Hits Snag: France, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 16,
1992, § 1 at 12; New Tactics Seen Needed to Break Deadlock Over Siting Environment Agency,
90. See generally David A. Westbrook, Environmental Policy in the European Commu-
(1991) (reviewing criticism of EEA and proposing ways to realize agencies).
91. The Commission has noted that based on more than fifteen years of experience with
environment policy, “in some cases it has had to establish reports on the implementation of
specific directives on the basis of information from only a few member states. In other cases,
the Commission has not been in a position to establish a report at all.” Environment Ministers
(Oct. 9, 1991).
92. The Dirty Dozen, THE ECONOMIST, July 20, 1991, at 52; Several EC Member States to
93. The Dirty Dozen, supra note 92, at 52. The reforms needed are injunction and en-
forcement powers for the ECJ and a European environmental inspectorate. See also Former
EC Environment Commissioner Says Single European Act May Need Revision, 14 Int’l Envtl.
European Court of Justice are severely limited in cases of breaches of environmental law. The
Commission’s powers are limited by the absence of an inspectorate for environment . . . . The
Court is limited in its inability to impose sanctions.” Id. at 213 (quoting Stanley Clinton-
Davis, former EC Commissioner for the environment).
probably impede passage of national laws, despite their inability to block EC directives. For example, an industry more dominant in a member state than in the EC as a whole could produce such a result. Second, legislative and bureaucratic inertia frustrate full implementation of EC directives. For national and regional bodies to promulgate new laws of any kind requires time and effort. Complex environmental standards certainly are no exception. Third, a tiered system of legislative jurisdiction inherently poses increased problems of interpretation. Subordinate national or provincial parliaments or agencies may not understand the exact requirements of a particular EC directive. On the other hand, national entities may take advantage of purported ambiguities to benefit local interests by implementing lower standards or procedures. Finally, resources, priorities, and commitment levels will vary among legislative bodies, with environmental legislation progressing more quickly in some than in others.

The EC has passed most of its environmental legislation as directives. The “directive,” a creature of European legal creation, stands in contrast to another form of legislation, the “regulation.” A regulation normally functions like a federal statute in the United States. It is immediately effective everywhere within the EC. For example, EC regulations prohibit price fixing under the EC’s competition policy. That regulation affects every company in Europe immediately; national governments need not enact any legislation. Environmental legislation, on the other hand, is promulgated by directive.

95. See sources cited supra note 94.
96. The United States faces a similar problem. Much environmental legislation in the United States depends on local implementation of the federal statutory standards. The Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7401 (1993), enforced through State Implementation Plans ("SIPs") is a good example. Some state governments have greater resources or greater political will than others. Thus, states enforce the air standards unevenly. Without an oversight agency like the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the European problem is greater than the United States’.
98. EEC TREATY art. 189.
100. See John B. Nicholson, European Economic Community—Environmental Policy, 21
directive does not create directly binding law on individuals and corporations within the EC, but only creates an obligation on the part of each national government to pass laws that implement the directive's environmental standard. For example, consider the EC environmental directive governing SO\textsubscript{2} emissions from a power plant: until France passes a national law that adopts the EC standard, there is no law enforceable against an individual violator. And of course, Spain, Britain, Ireland, and all other EC nations besides France must repeat such implementation.

No EC legal auditor checks whether such laws are passed, nor does an EC police force monitor whether such laws are obeyed. Both the enactment level (putting directives into national law) and the enforcement level (making sure that national law is obeyed) are left to the individual nation states. In the first twenty years of European environmental policy, the EC has been very successful in enacting fairly comprehensive anti-pollution standards, similar to the collection of United States laws for waste management, clean air, and clean water. What the EC has not done, however, is create mechanisms to make sure these standards ultimately are obeyed.

If the EC chose to legislate on the environment in the form of regulations rather than directives, this legal implementation problem would be partly solved, since EC regulations have immediate legal effect in member states. No national enactment would be needed. Historically, member states' concern for their national sovereignty, predictably heightened in high polluting countries, has precluded such direct EC law making. Furthermore, prior to the passage of the SEA, the EC lacked an explicit mandate for environmental law.

The EC initiated its environmental program under broad catch-all
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101. EEC TREATY art. 189.
103. EEC TREATY arts. 189, 192.
104. See Coopers & Lybrand, supra note 97.
105. While such regulatory mechanisms exist in the United States, many environmentalists argue that federal administrators uncommitted to serious environmental enforcement have weakened or ignored the mechanisms for over a decade.
106. EEC TREATY art. 189.
provisions of the Treaty of Rome. With such a shaky constitutional foundation, it is not surprising that EC environmental standards have taken the form of directives, less threatening to member state independence than regulations. However, the SEA and the recent Maastricht Treaty have changed things considerably; they provide environmental law with an explicit constitutional basis and mandate that all EC programs make the environment a priority.

European leaders have discussed moving toward more direct law making in this area. Such a move is possible, but opposition from certain industries and member states will make it difficult. Most likely, future direct EC environmental policy-making will not involve the prohibitory environmental standard-setting that characterized the 1970s and 1980s. The member states are probably still too resistant to change. The severe limits placed on the new EEA’s power exemplifies such resistance. Although currently favored over increased prohibitionary directives, even indirect policy enforcement mechanisms, such as tax incentives, have stalled recently.

The EC Council recently refused to enact a carbon tax that the Commission recommended, apparently concerned that the tax would place the EC at a competitive disadvantage if the United States and Japan did not subject their industries to equivalent “green” taxation. Development of programmatic environmental policies may be limited to environmental issues.”

108. It has been suggested that the EEC treaty provides at least some authority for a common environmental policy because regulation of corresponding environmental pollution and misuses is a necessary corollary to sound economic development. Zacker, supra note 107, at 261.


112. Proposed Energy Tax Hits Major Snags, supra note 110, at 645.

another alternative to regulating for EC ecological well being, with EC coffers funding development projects such as waste treatment facilities.\textsuperscript{114}

Enforcement problems are not only legal, but also political, economic, and systemic. As discussed above, there are no laws to enforce until the individual member states pass laws implementing the European Community environmental directive in question. An additional tier of federalism or regionalism in which a substantive political entity, such as the province of Andalucia in Spain or the state of Bavaria in Germany, must legislate compounds the enforcement problem in some European states. In some cases, significant anti-centralist sentiment makes the task even harder.\textsuperscript{115} When the EC agrees that a particular environmental standard is desirable, but the national or regional level does not share that view, political obstacles become greater. Such political obstacles often have an economic aspect. Enforcement costs money. This problem is aggravated in economically lagging regions of the EC where financial resources are least available. Further, as already discussed, the lack of procedures for monitoring and enforcement, or any functioning EC institutions to aid in such activity also aggravates the situation.

\textbf{B. Regional Difficulties}

Regional or federal government divisions in some European countries further complicates the problems of implementation, monitoring, and enforcement of EC environmental regulations more complex. As one director of the EC Commission explained:

Regional authorities are bound, within their powers, and by all the duties of cooperation resulting from article 5 [of the EEC Treaty]. However, if a regional authority fails to fulfill one of these obligations, it is the national government, not the regional authority, which is brought before the Court. This is important: the widespread failure to implement directives, especially environmental directives, is because regional authorities take their duties under

\textsuperscript{114} Such a programmatic approach is discussed more fully infra section V.

[EC] law less seriously than do national governments.116 Among the less developed regions of the EC, Spain is the most extreme example of this regional difficulty. Although all of Europe faces the problem of assuring that national legislation appropriately implements the mandates of EC directives,117 Spain carries an additional burden. Spain's autonomous regions must implement the national environmental legislation passed in Madrid. Further, local officials possessing greater independence than officials in highly centralized states like France monitor most environmental quality standards and enforce environmental rules.118 Thus, the ball can be dropped at many points along the course. Although the more centralized states often fail to enforce environmental standards, politically decentralized states run a far greater risk of nonenforcement.119

V. REGIONAL POLICY, FEDERALISM, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A. Regional Policy and Programmatic Environmentalism

Development of regional policy may provide one way to close the gap between word and deed in EC Community environmental policy. There is a significant irony in this: large economic infrastructure projects that the European Regional Development Fund ("ERDF")

118. Spain's situation is complicated further by history. The historical tension between Madrid's central government and some of its peripheral regions such as Basque Country and Catalonia make coordination even more difficult. Although government officials in Madrid dislike using the word "federalism" to describe their governmental system, with its autonomous regions, the system seems to function much like a federal one. This phenomenon affects development and environmental policy. Researchers in Andalucia at the University of Seville have criticized past efforts at economic development in the far south of Spain. They assert that projects aimed at economic growth in their region have exploited cheap labor and natural resources but have not significantly contributed to the permanent wealth of Andalucia. Instead, wealth has gone to economic interests centralized in Madrid or perhaps Barcelona. In some cases, wealth has left Spain altogether, a process EC membership has accelerated. Telephone Interview with Carlos Roman, Director, and Henri Earay, Graduate Student, Instituto de Desarrollo, University of Seville, Spain (April 1991). Even without investigating the validity of such claims, it seems likely that the existence of such a perception would make local environmentalists wary of development efforts that necessarily will be financed by outside capital.
financed since 1975 have significantly contributed to the EC environmental problem. Nevertheless, the SEA mandates environmental protection, as well as the goal of regional development policy, namely economic convergence. Projects financed by the ERDF and other structured funds should assure, rather than threaten, environmental quality.

1. The Concept Behind Regional Policy

Most Americans are not familiar with the concept of regional policy. Probably the closest analogy to European regional policy would be the isolated phenomena of the Tennessee Valley Authority in the 1930s and the Appalachian Regional Commission in the 1960s, both of which still exist but with their original functions altered or limited. Generally speaking, however, the United States does not have a regional policy through which the United States tries to bridge the gap between the nation's most affluent and the least affluent regions.

Regional policy in Europe generally tries to remedy the economic and social gaps between lagging regions and affluent regions. The lagging regions fall into two basic categories: "Objective One" and "Objective Two" regions. An Objective One region is an underdeveloped or developing area that never has been as advanced, at least in recent history, as core industrialized regions. An Objective
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127. For example, in modern times Greece has always lagged behind Northern France in economic development. See generally Cynthia B. Schultz & Tamara Raye Crockett, Developing a Unified European Environmental Law & Policy, 14 B.C. INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 301, 316-18 (1991).
Two region is one that is experiencing industrial decline, in other words, a “rust belt” region.128

In the EC, Objective One regions would include areas such as Greece, Southern Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Ireland. Geographers have sometimes observed that such regions tend to occur on the peripheries of political units, while the core areas tend to be more developed.129 About eighty percent of the EC’s regional development funds go to these underdeveloped areas of the European Community. Environmental problems in the underdeveloped regions typically include an underdeveloped environmental infrastructure, agricultural pollution, desertification, a burgeoning tourist influx, and threats to flora and fauna from rapid new development.130

Objective Two regions, those experiencing industrial decline, are more prevalent in the geographical core of the political unit because these regions developed early and were successful participants in the industrial revolution. They are now suffering, however, from the same kind of industrial decline that has hit the steel belt and coal belt in the upper Midwest and Central Appalachia of the United States.131 Their environmental problems typically include abandoned and polluted industrial sites, air and water pollution from outmoded manufacturing processes, a deteriorated infrastructure, and a lack of economic resources to remedy past environmental degradation.132

The EC provides regional aid in a proportion of about four to one between the Objective One and the Objective Two regions. European regional policy and related structural policies account for the second largest portion of the EC budget, amounting to billions of dollars.133 By 1992, the EC aims to have regional development funds134
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129. See sources cited supra note 128.
130. See Telephone Interview with Carlos Roman and Henri Earay, supra note 118.
131. In the United States context, West Virginia represents various types of regions. Large areas of rural West Virginia exhibit Objective One characteristics of underdevelopment, while the rust belt problems of industrial decline exist in the northern panhandle and parts of north central West Virginia.
133. The Common Agricultural Policy makes up the largest part of the EC budget. Because of pressure from the United States and other nations, Europeans have attempted to decrease the percent of the EC budget dedicated to the Common Agricultural Policy. Consequently, the regional development budget has gained at the expense of the Common Agricul-
account for about twenty-five percent of its total budget—a very large amount. The magnitude of this financial commitment highlights the importance of regional policy for overall environmental policy.

2. Regional Programs with Environmental Impact

In order to develop and implement the EC’s environmental policy, the Commission funded a variety of environmental protection projects. The EC has incorporated many of these projects into LIFE, the financial instrument the EC Ministers approved to help fund environmental protection programs. The EC has contributed approximately 27.6 million Ecus for projects promoting, among other things, sustainable development and the quality of the environment. Other initiatives, such as ENVIREG, aim to reduce pollution in coastal areas, control and manage toxic waste, and improve environmental training programs. Finally, the Commission has
proposed an amendment to the EC Directive on Environmental Impact Assessment which would strengthen the environmental protection aspects of the Directive. These programs and activities indicate that, despite any shortcomings EC regional policy may have, the EC is committed to addressing environmental protection issues.

B. Comparison to the United States

The European approach to the environmental problems affecting lagging regions seems superior to that of the United States in a few respects. Although there is often a tension between the environment and development, the problem does not seem nearly as fundamentally intractable in Europe. First, Europeans accept the very notion of regional policy more than Americans do. For Europeans, planning is a very important and acceptable economic tool. They do not expect the "magic of the market" to do all things and meet all human needs. Such "market magic" may not work with the interaction between environment and development, but through regional policies may very well have both environmental and economic advantages. Even if developing an environmentally-clean public development projects requires a greater short-term investment, the long-term gains from such planning will most likely compensate front-end costs. In order to promote economic development, states offer tax advantages and a lenient regulatory climate. Major United States corporations often relocate to such a state, often in the sun belt, which has less stringent environmental enforcement, pro-management labor laws, and tax advantages. The EC, on the other hand, mandates overall planning that prevents pernicious competition between underdeveloped regions that are often under environmental stress. The European system of

141. See Coopers & Lybrand, Environment, EC COMMENTARIES (Feb. 18, 1993), available in LEXIS, Compy Library, CLE File. The EC Directive on Environmental Impact Assessment is part of the EC program on preventative action to protect the environment. The Directive ensures that developers and national authorities consider environmental effects in their project proposals. Id. The new proposal for the Directive would broaden its scope "to ensure that an environmental impact assessment is made of even more plans and programmes . . . ." Id.


144. This attitude has also been referred to as the "race to laxity."

rational planning, environmental assessment, and the absence of regional competition in environmental laxity is preferable to the approach of the United States.

Until recently, environmental policy has been largely regulatory policy in both Europe and the United States. The term “regulatory policy” refers to negative government prohibitions on certain kinds of activity or affirmative government mandates for particular action. The advantage of this regulatory approach is the low cost: the expense of passing a law and maintaining some level of bureaucracy is relatively inexpensive. On the other hand, programmatic activity such as the Common Agricultural Policy stands in sharp contrast to regulatory policy. Government is actually performing some kind of substantive function that costs much more than mere regulation. The environmental advantage from the convergence of regional policy and environmental policy is this: not only do the Europeans have the “stick” of their environmental directives available to demand certain levels of sulphur or nitrogen or certain modes for transporting wastes; they now have the “carrot” of using development money for affirmative environmental projects. The United States has nothing similar to this comprehensive approach that makes programmatic funds available for affirmative environmental development projects. Perhaps Superfund is the closest example in the United States, but Superfund has not been a great success and is not coordinated with overall development planning.

This comparison indicates that while there is a tension between environment and development in the EC, Europeans have the tools and the attitude to deal with that tension better than any approach taken the United States. There is no assurance that the Europeans will succeed in protecting their environment, either in absolute or relative terms. Yet the structure they have begun to implement, the structure they have started to set up, partly motivated by the movement toward a single Europe, seems to be a structure in which they should take guarded pride.

147. In the latter case, the government acts on others, demands of others, or prohibits others, but does not provide the programs itself.
VI. PROSPECTS AND CONCLUSION

The EC is well positioned to set an example for multiregional environmental goals. It is similarly well situated to promote such environmental progress in harmony with economic development.149

In the last six years, the EC has twice broken through political barriers in furtherance of European unity. First, the SEA took effect in the latter 1980s along with the program for the single market by 1992. Second, in December, 1991, the Maastricht Summit finalized the new European Unity Treaty. Both these historic phenomena increased the stature and enforceability of EC environmental policy within their broader program to promote European unity. The EC has given the environment priority in policy making and program design. Further, the pro-environment European Parliament now has greater legislative power because enacting environmental law is easier with majority voting. The European Court of Justice has backed pro-environment legislative procedure.150 Finally, new institutions have been formed with environmental mandates.

Despite such apparent gains, however, the sailing is far from smooth for significant environmental progress in Europe, partly because of generally troubled EC waters and partly because of rocks and shoals particular to the EC environment program. While the EC has articulated laudable ecological goals and norms with increasing frequency and force, their application has lagged. The admitted enforcement problem is huge, and the dearth of comprehensive environmental statistics makes it impossible to gauge the problem's form precisely, let alone pursue an effective enforcement strategy. The recent European reaction against the bureaucratic centralism of the EC has stalled the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty and cast doubt on the Commission's ability to wield increased environmental enforcement power. Rather, the emerging rhetoric of "subsidiarity" leaves environmental enforcement (or non-enforcement) to the states and perhaps yields significant norm-setting powers to the national capitals. Disharmony in the monetary policy, agricultural subsidies, external relations, and EC spoils has created an uncooperative atmosphere in which environmental progress has suffered — witness the inability to start the operations of the EEA due to nationalistic bicker-

150. See generally Schultz & Crockett, supra note 127.
ing over the site of its headquarters. Lack of financial resources, especially in the poor countries with the weakest implementation and enforcement, exacerbates these problems. Additionally, the Southern states chafe under a sense of cultural near-sightedness, perceiving that the existing EC environmental norms focus on issues of greater interest to the North and ignore Southern ecological concerns like desertification. But Europeans seem to recognize all these problems and are trying to move their environmental reality closer to their environmental ideals.

The EC will likely dominate modern Europe. Proximity and growing economic strength, especially for Germany, may cause the former Communist states to turn to the EC for guidance and well being. Already, environmental laws in some emerging Eastern states are mimicking EC norms, both to improve terribly deteriorated environmental conditions and to win EC approval, economic aid, and association. That such norms prove enforceable in the West is a key to their future in the East. Support for these environmental standards and sustainable economic development is perhaps even more critical to the struggling new democracies than to the members of the EC.

Beyond Europe, developing nations face even greater combined stress from underdevelopment and environmental damage. Europe can help the Third World realize environmentally sound development through its traditional connections with these countries and the experience Europe is now gathering in environmental enforcement in harmony with economic growth.

Western Europe is in a position to lead the world in environmental progress. The EC’s willingness to make a commitment to the environment bodes well, as does its apparent recognition that environment is not just a matter of regulation, but of ecological soundness within all its programs. The key question that remains is whether nationalism and other forms of special interest parochialism will frustrate Western Europe’s opportunity for international

151. See Court of Justice Annuls EC Directive on Reducing Titanium Dioxide Industry Waste, 14 Int’l Env’t Rep. (BNA) 325 (June 19, 1991). For example, in Commission v. Council, the Court of Justice held that the EC Council was wrong to base an environmental directive on an EC Treaty of Rome article that requires a unanimous vote from member state governments. Instead, the Court followed the Commission’s reasoning: directives that include both environmental and internal market measures should be based on Article 100(a), the single market provision. As a result, such a directive would require a majority vote. Case C-300/89, Commission v. Council (1991) (not yet reported).
leadership.\footnote{152}{See Schultz & Crockett, \textit{supra} note 127, at 304-10.}